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ABSTRACT
There have been increasing interests in graph pattern mining due
to the booming of data volume in various domains. Conventional
graph mining implementations which calculate the exact count of
patterns usually suffer from huge amounts of intermediate data and
low performance on large-scale graphs. With the observation that
the exact pattern counts are not required in many real-world graph
pattern mining problems, previous works (e.g., ASAP [5]) proposed
an approximate graph pattern mining algorithm and improved the
performance of graph pattern mining by up to two orders of magnitudes. The crucial sampling operation in the ASAP algorithm
exposes high parallelism and complex edge searching. Moreover,
the performance of ASAP is closely related the sampling order.
However, previous works failed to tackle these problems in the
design. Thus, we propose a novel Processing-in-Memory (PIM) architecture for parallel approximate graph pattern mining problems.
We introduce dictionaries on the logic layer of PIM devices for edge
indexing. We also explore the design space of sampling orders and
give the optimal sampling strategy. The comprehensive experimental results show that, our design achieves up to 97× performance
improvement against ASAP system.
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INTRODUCTION

As we are living in the “big data" era, the data scale has been
dramatically increasing. Meanwhile, data analysis has been much
more complex in recent years. Graph pattern mining is an important
category of graph problems, which finds a certain pattern (e.g.,
triangles, four cliques, etc.) in a large-scale graph. Such a problem
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plays a crucial role in many different domains, such as financial
risk management [10], drug finding [12], social network similarity
analysis [9], accounting fraud detection [2], etc. Many systems and
architectures have been proposed to provide solutions to implement
graph mining algorithms, such as Graphminer [17], Pegasus [6],
Arabesque [13], RStream [14], etc [15][16].
The typical method to implement the graph mining algorithms
can be described as joining different candidate sets. The underlying complexity of pattern mining algorithms largely undermines
the scalability of these systems. Taking advantage of distributed
systems looks a reasonable solution for processing such massive intermediate data, but it arouses the problem of doing expensive joins
to create candidates, which severely degrades the performance.
Arabesque [13] proposes a new abstraction that optimizes how
intermediate candidates are stored, but it still lacks scalability.
In order to improve the performance of graph pattern mining
problems, ASAP [5] proposed an approximate method based on
edge sampling. In ASAP, edges are gradually sampled and added to
an embedding until a pattern is completed or fails to complete it, and
the sampling probability is used to calculate the count of the pattern.
Millions of estimators are issued and results can be averaged. With
such an approximation strategy, ASAP outperforms Arabesque by
up to 77× on the LiveJournal [19] graph while incurring less than
5% error on a 16 machine cluster.
Table 1: Utilization of Memory Bandwidth
task
triangle
4-clique(N)
4-clique(D)
utilization(%)
7.41
7.66
7.56
task
5-clique(N) 5-clique(D+N) 5-clique(N+D)
utilization(%)
7.89
13.25
11.16
However, there still exist several problems in the ASAP system.
(1) Expensive edge searching. ASAP requires frequent searching
operations during sampling. However, edge searching on an unordered edge stream based on traversing poses heavy overheads on
the memory system. (2) Inefficient sampling order. ASAP system
adopts only neighborhood sampling. However, in cases when the
maximum degree of the graph is too large, the number of estimators needed becomes too large, causing the mining task to become
too heavy. (3) Lack of parallelism and memory bounded. The
approximate graph pattern mining task is composed of massive
independent parallel estimators. Moreover, the algorithm involves
intensive random memory accesses, causing the actual bandwidth
much lower than available memory bandwidth. Table I gives out
the memory bandwidth usage of mining different patterns on comYoutube [19] graph. We observe that the utilization is only around
10%.
We propose our design to tackle the problems existing in ASAP
by offering three optimizations to it. (1) Dictionaries. We introduce

dictionaries in our design to make edge searching easier and faster.
The dictionaries store the neighboring relationships between vertices and edges, as well as the location of edges in the edge stream.
The dictionaries relieve the design from traversing the edge stream
to search for an edge. (2) Order-Aware Sampling. For complex
patterns, there are multiple sampling orders of edges in a pattern,
and there exists the most efficient sampling order. Our design can
evaluate the overhead of every sampling order, and adopt the one
with the least overhead as our sampling order. (3) Processing-inMemory. The ASAP algorithm requires massive parallelism as
well as fast memory access, thus we implement the algorithm on
Processing-in-memory (PIM) architecture to utilize the memorycapacity-proportional bandwidth and high parallelism it provides.
To fully exploit the local bandwidth of a vault, we integrate SRAMbased On-chip Dictionaries Buffers in our design. All these three
designs, lead to 97× performance improvement compared with the
ASAP system. Contributions of this paper are concluded as follows:
• We introduce dictionaries that store neighboring and location information to the approximate pattern mining algorithms, offering easier and faster inquiry that greatly reduces
overheads of searching edges.
• We design a method to evaluate overheads of different sampling orders, and enable our design to automatically adopt
the fastest sampling order to maximize mining efficiency.
• We implement the algorithm on Processing-in-Memory (PIM)
architecture for higher memory bandwidth and computing
parallelism.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the background of approximate graph pattern mining and PIM
architecture. Section 3 illustrates algorithm optimization. Section
4 proposes the PIM architecture of our design and introduces the
processing flow. We show the results of comprehensive experiments
in Section 5. We conclude this paper in Section 6.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Approximate Graph Pattern Mining
Graph pattern mining is an important branch of graph processing
problems. There are several different tasks of mining a graph, such
as triangle counting, clique finding, and frequent subgraph mining.
The conventional approach of graph pattern mining is inefficient
due to complex computation tasks, massive intermediate candidate
storing and expensive joins.
ASAP proposes an approximate pattern mining method based
on edge sampling. ASAP organizes edges as a stream, and adopts
neighborhood sampling to do the mining. An estimator first randomly samples an edge from the stream. Then, a second edge which
is the neighbor of the first edge is sampled from the stream after
the sampled edge, and so on. The sampling process ends when the
pattern is completed, or no edges in the stream after the sampled
edge can be found to complete the pattern. ASAP estimates the
count of the pattern by calculating the probabilities of sampling
edges. Millions of estimators are issued and results can be averaged
for these estimators. We illustrate the process of neighborhood
sampling with an example of triangle counting in Figure 1.
In this example, we sample triangles from the given graph. Four
estimators are executed. The sampled edges are written in the

Figure 1: An example of mining triangles with neighborhood sampling. Four estimators are issued and the final answer is calculated with the probabilities of sampling.
columns and the probability of sampling the edge is written in
the arrow. Take estimator E1 for example. First edge l 0 . We first
uniformly samples an edge from the graph as the first edge l 0 ,
which is (1,3), and the probability is Pr (l 0 ) = 1/m = 1/10, where
m is the number of edges in the graph. Second edge l 1 . We uniformly sample one of l 0 ’s adjacent edges from the graph as the
second edge l 1 , which is (2,3), note that l 1 appears after l 0 . As
there are 3 candidates, the probability is Pr (l 1 |l 0 ) = 1/c = 1/3,
where c is the number of l 0 âĂŹs neighbors appearing after l 0 .
Third edge l 2 . We try to find the third edge l 2 to finish the triangle, which should be (1,2). However, (1,2) appears before l 0 and
l 1 in the edge stream, so we fail to complete the triangle and the
partial result of estimator E1 is 0. If we successfully complete the
triangle, like in estimator E0, the partial results is the reciprocal
of the multiplication of the probability of sampling each edge, i.e.
e 0 = 1/[Pr (l 0 )Pr (l 1 |l 0 )Pr (l 2 |l 0 , l 1 )] = 1/(1/mc) = 40. Finally, we
calculate the average value of the partial results and get the final
result, which is 25. Note that the number of estimators here is not
enough, so the result is not accurate.
The ASAP algorithm consists 3 functions, SampleEdge, ConditionalSampleEdge, and ConditionalClose. The SampleEdge function
uniformly samples an edge from the graph. The ConditionalSampleEdge function uniformly samples an edge that is adjacent to the
given subgraph and comes after the subgraph in the order. Given a
sampled subgraph, the ConditionalClose function checks if another
subgraph that appears later in the order can be formed.

2.2

Processing-in-Memory

Processing-in-Memory is proposed to provide high bandwidth for
large-scale problems. By moving processing units inside memory,
PIM achieves memory-capacity-proportional bandwidth.
Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) is a 3D die-stacking memory device
of PIM. An HMC device is consisted of a single package containing multiple memory layers and one logic layer. These layers are
stacked using through-silicon via (TSV) technology. Inside an HMC,
memory is organized into vaults. Each vault is functionally and
operationally independent.
The HMC has been successfully adopted by several data-intensive
applications because of its advantages in high memory bandwidth
and low data movement cost. For example, Tesseract [1], GraphP [20]
and GraphH [3] all take advantage of memory-capacity-proportional
bandwidth HMC provides to efficiently do graph analysis, and
achieve one to two orders of performance improvement against
DDR-based systems. The problem faced with graph analysis such
as random access pattern, poor data locality and unbalanced workloads also exist in approximate graph mining. Furthermore, the need
for a great number of independent trials provides great chances for

parallelism. HMC with multiple cubes and vaults is perfect candidate for such high parallelism. Thus in our design, we adopt HMC
as the hardware foundation.
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that the ID must be larger than 0, and deduplicate to delete repeated
neighbors, finally we get the IDs of neighboring edges. The left
work is to sample one edge from the neighbors.

ALGORITHM OPTIMIZATIONS

The original algorithm in ASAP system suffers from expensive
search operations, and the processing efficiency is limited by inefficient sampling order. To tackle theses problems, we introduce
dictionaries to help searching, and adopt Order-Aware Sampling to
select the most efficient sampling order.

3.1

Sorting and Dictionaries

In the ASAP algorithm, the graph is represented as an edge stream.
The original ASAP system uses a random ordering edge stream. But
we observe that if we sort the edge list in the pre-processing stage,
we obtain three dictionaries, Dict_edge, Dict_loc, and Dict_node,
which store the neighboring information between vertices and
edges as well as the location information of edges in the edge
stream, thus can greatly speedup the search operation in the ASAP
algorithm.
In ConditionalSampleEdge, to sample an edge that is adjacent to
and comes after the sampled subgraph, we need to know which
edges are eligible. Instead of searching from the whole edge stream,
we store the neighboring information in Dict_edge, which gives
out the edges that is adjacent to a given node.
In ConditionalClose, all of the nodes in a pattern are sampled,
and we need to check if the not-sampled edges in the pattern can
be found after the sampled subgraph in the stream. In conventional
approach, we need to search for these edges from the whole remaining stream. With the help of dictionaries, the search range is greatly
shortened. Dict_loc stores the location information of edges in
the edge stream, and Dict_node stores the adjacency information
between nodes. We first check if the edge exists by searching for
it in Dict_node. If the edge is not found, the searching operation
is precluded. If the edge is found, then we check if it is within the
remaining stream. Dict_loc tells us the the location range of the
edge in the stream, and we search for the edge in the intersection
of the location range and the remaining stream. Thus the work is
lightened.

Figure 2: An example of the use of Dict_edge in ConditionalSampleEdge. The sampled edges and used dictionary information are highlighted.
We illustrate the use of Dict_edge in Figure 2. Let’s consider
mining triangles on the given graph. Assume that the first edge we
sample is (1,2), whose ID is 0. Then we sample the second edge from
the neighbors of edge (1,2). Without Dict_edge, we need to search
from 1 to 11 in the edge stream. But with the Dict_edge, we look
up the neighbors of node 1 and node 2, filter by the requirement

Figure 3: An example of the use of Dict_node in ConditionalClose. The sampled edges and used dictionary information
are highlighted.
We illustrate the use of Dict_node and Dict_loc in Figure 3.
Assume that the second edge is (1,4), whose ID is 2. To complete
this pattern, we need to check if the last edge, (2,4), exist in the
remaining stream. Without dictionaries, we need to search it from
the whole remaining stream. But with dictionaries, we first look
up Dict_node to check if the edge exists in the stream, and we
find it. Then we look up Dict_loc to find out the location range of
edges coming out of node 2, which is from 6 to 8. The remaining
stream range is from 3 to 11, and the location range is inside the
remaining stream range. So we can assert that edge (2,4) is inside
the remaining edge stream and this pattern is completed.

3.2

Order-Aware Sampling

In the ASAP system, only the neighborhood sampling strategy is
used. However, disjoint sampling has great potential to outperform
neighborhood sampling. For example, when the maximum degree
of a graph is too large, the number of estimators needed for neighborhood sampling also grows very large, while disjoint sampling
is not affected by it. Disjoint sampling strategy uniformly samples
disjoint edges from a graph. For example, in four-clique mining, we
can simply sample two disjoint edges, and check if the other edges
exist to complete the pattern.
With the introduction of disjoint sampling, there are multiple
orders of sampling when mining more complex patterns. In this
paper, we study strategies of mining k-cliques, where k is an integer larger than 3. Let’s denote neighborhood sampling as N, and
denote disjoint sampling as D. For three-clique, there’s only one
strategy, neighborhood sampling (N). For four-clique, there are two
strategies, neighborhood sampling (N+N) and disjoint sampling
(D). For k-clique, where k is larger than 4, we can extend from
(k-2)-clique by sampling a disjoint edge, or extend from (k-1)-clique
by sampling a neighboring edge. The different sampling orders of
four-clique and five-clique is shown in Figure 4.
The execution time of an order is the multiplication of number
of estimators and time cost of an estimator. First, we consider the
execution time of each estimator. With the introduction of dictionaries, we greatly reduce the execution time of ConditionalClose
function. We find that the benefit of the introduction of dictionaries
for disjoint sampling is greater than that for neighborhood sampling. For example, mining Four-clique on graph ego-Facebook [8],
the improvement for neighborhood sampling is 35.77×, while the
improvement for disjoint sampling is 222.7×. In this occasion, the

ASAP algorithms that is composed of massive independent estimators. We integrate On-chip Dictionary Buffer and optimize memory
access pattern for faster memory access.

4.1

Figure 4: Multiple sampling orders of four-clique and fiveclique. The number indicates the sampling order. Sampled
edges are highlighted.
disjoint sampling strategy becomes more efficient than neighborhood sampling for one estimator. Similar relationships can be found
in other graphs.
In order to estimate the execution time of one estimator, we run
a small number of estimators beforehand and calculate the average
time for one estimator. In our design, we run 10K estimators to
reduce variance.
Then we consider the number of estimator needed for an (ϵ, δ )approximation, i.e., in (1 − δ ) cases the relative error is within
ϵ. In our experiments, we specify both δ and ϵ to be 0.05. The
number of estimators needed for an (ϵ, δ )-approximation could be
bounded using Chernoff bound. For triangle counting, the number
ln( δ2 ), where m is the number of
of estimators needed is r ≥ 6m∆
ϵ 2p
edges in the graph, ∆ is the maximum degree, and p is the true
triangle count. For four-clique mining, the number of estimators
2
ln( δ2 ) for neighborhood sampling, and r D ≥
needed is r N ≥ 18m∆
ϵ 2p
3m 2
ϵ 2p

ln( δ2 ) for disjoint sampling. For the three sampling orders of
3

five-clique, the number of estimators required is r N ≥ 72m∆
ln( δ2 )
ϵ 2p
2
∆ ln( 2 ) for N+D sampling, and
for N+N+N sampling, r N D ≥ 6m
δ
ϵ 2p
2

∆ ln( 2 ) for D+N sampling. Although we don’t know
r D N ≥ 12m
δ
ϵ 2p
the true number of pattern count, we can estimate it by running
a small number of estimators. With the ground truth number, we
calculate the number of estimator needed for every sampling order.
The flow of selecting sampling order can be summarized as:

(1) Give out all possible sampling orders according to the pattern.
(2) Estimate the execution time of an estimator for each sampling order by running 10K estimators.
(3) Calculate the number of estimators needed for an (ϵ, δ )approximation for each sampling order.
(4) For each sampling order, calculate the execution time by
multiplying the time of each estimator with the number of
estimators.
(5) Choose the sampling order that costs least time as our sampling order.

4

ARCHITECTURE DESIGNS

We adopt the Processing in memory (PIM) architecture as the hardware foundation in our design. PIM provides large amount of independent processors, thus provides enough parallelism to the the

Overall architecture

We implement the algorithm on Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) device. The architecture design is shown in Figure 5. The architecture
includes a main processor and a set of HMC device. The main
processor partitions the original graph into several subgraphs, issues estimators to HMCs, and gathers the partial output results of
HMCs to calculate the final result. We implement micro-processors
on logic layers in HMCs so that each vault is able to execute all
operations needed in the approximate pattern mining algorithm.
The parallelism of our design comes from partitions and independent estimators. In our architecture design, there are 16 HMCs
in the PIM, and we partition the input graph into 16 subgraphs
and store each of them in an HMC. The computation on subgraphs
are independent. Inside each HMC, there are 32 vaults, each with
several memory layers and one logic layer. The memory storage of
each vault is 256 MB, which is enough for subgraphs of even the
largest graph, thus we are able to store a copy of the subgraph on
the memory layers of each vault. Then we assign each vault with
an independent computation work. With all the vaults working in
parallel, the total execution time will become 1/32 of that without
the parallelism.
As the dictionaries are frequently referred to when executing
the algorithm, we integrate an SRAM on logic layer to store the
dictionaries. This will further reduce the data movement. We assume that the size of logic layer is the same as memory layers,
and use CACTI 6.5 to evaluate the size of DRAM. The area of an
8 GB DRAM with 64-bit input/output bus under 32 nm process is
257.02 mm2 , and the area of a 1MB SRAM is 1.65 mm2 under 32 nm
process [3].Typically the size of the dictionaries are more than 1 GB,
making it impossible to store the entire dictionaries on logic layer.
Fortunately, most natural graphs follow the Power-Law [4], which
means a little proportion of vertices takes up most of the degree
in a graph. As the edges with large degree are more often sampled
and searched in our algorithm, we store only the neighboring and
location information of these high-degree nodes in the dictionaries,
thus greatly reduce needed storage room. It proves that about 90%
of the search operations are related to these high-degree vertices.

4.2

Processing Flow

In this section, we briefly introduce the processing flow of our architecture. Inputting. The graph to be mined is input into the main
memory. Partitioning. The graph is partitioned into 16 subgraphs
using random vertex partitioning [4] by the main processor. Each
subgraph is stored in an HMC. Note that the copies of subgraphs
are stored on each of the 32 vaults in an HMC. Preprocessing. In
each HMC, the vault processor sorts the edge stream, generate dictionaries and store dictionaries onto the On-chip Dictionary Buffer.
Selecting. In each vault, different sampling orders are compared
and the most efficient one is chosen. The number of estimators
needed for this sampling order is calculated. Sampling. In each
vault, the logic layer execute estimators in parallel, and output the
partial answer. Gathering. When all vaults finish the sampling
work, the vault processor gathers the partial answers and compute

Figure 5: Architecture Design. The PIM architecture provides massive parallelism for independent estimators. The On-chip
Dictionary Buffer lighten search operations and further utilize the local bandwidth.
the answer for each subgraph and output it to the main processor.
The main processor gathers the result of each subgraph and get
Speedup with Sorting & Dictionaries
the final answer. Outputting. The main processor output the final
10000
answer as the estimated number of the mined pattern.
1000

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
5.1 Experimental Setup

4-clique

We simulate the performance of our architecture with cycle accurate in-house simulator. We count the number of each instructions
with the help of dis dissemble in Python. We refer to the ARM
manual to get the cycle counts for each instruction. It is important to note that in our design, the dictionaries that are frequently
referred to are stored on SRAM on logic layer, thus the data access efficiency is larger than DRAM memory layers. We analyze
the benefit of algorithm optimizations (including dictionaries and
order-aware sampling) and the PIM architecture respectively. With
the optimizations both on algorithms and architecture, we prove
our architecture to be up to 97× faster than the ASAP system.

5.2

triangle

100

Workloads

We adopt 5 nature graphs from the Stanford Large Network Dataset
Collection [7] to evaluate the performance of our architecture in
Table 2. The mining tasks we assign to our architecture are triangle,
four-clique and five-clique finding.
Table 2: Properties of Graphs
Graph

# Edges

# Vertices

Max Degree

ego-Facebook (e-F) [8]
gemsec-Deezer-HR (g-D) [11]
gemsec-Facebook-Artist (g-F) [11]
com-Youtube (c-Y) [18]
com-LiveJournal (c-L) [18]

88,234
498,202
819,306
2,987,624
34,681,189

4,039
54,573
50,515
1,134,890
3,997,962

1,045
420
1,469
28,754
14,815

10

1
e-F

g-D

g-F

c-Y

c-L

Figure 6: Speedup with Sorting and Dictionaries
5.3.2 Benefits of Order-Aware Sampling. Then we test the improvement gained from order-aware sampling. We take both the number
of estimators and time cost of each estimator into consideration.
The results are shown in Figure 7. We discover that the speed up
to 14,649×. The great improvement comes from the drastic drop
of number of estimators better sampling order needs to get the
same accurate result. For example, mining 5-clique on c-Y with
N+N+N sampling requires 3300× more estimators than with N+D
sampling. The improvements of N+D sampling is even larger due
to the smaller time overhead for each estimator. We are confident
to predict that the speedup of mining more complex patterns will
be even larger due to more available sampling orders.
Speedup with Order-Aware Sampling
100000
10000
1000
4-clique
100

5.3

Benefits of Algorithm Optimizations

To testify the effectiveness of the algorithm optimizations, we implement both the original and the optimized algorithm on CPU+DRAM
architecture to compare the performance difference. We run the
experiments on a personal computer equipped with a quad-core
Intel i7 CPU running at 2.6GHz.
5.3.1 Benefits of Sorting and Dictionaries. We first test the improvement gained from sorting and introducing dictionaries. The result
is shown in Figure 6. We observe that the speedup is up to 2010×.

5-clique

10
1
e-F

g-D

g-F

c-Y

c-L

Figure 7: Speedup with Order-Aware Sampling

5.4

Benefits of PIM Architecture

Based on the algorithm optimizations, we execute the improved
algorithm on both CPU+DRAM and PIM architecture to compare

their performance. The overhead of CPU+DRAM architecture is
measured by running the algorithm on a personal computer equipped
with a quad-core Intel i7 CPU running at 2.6GHz, while the overhead of PIM architecture is estimated with the setup in section 5.1.
The result is shown in Figure 8. We discover that the speedup is
greater when mining more complex patterns, we assume the reason
is that mining more complex pattern requires more frequent edge
sampling and lookup tasks, which are greatly accelerated with the
PIM architecture.
Speedup with PIM Architecture
512
256
128
64

32

triangle

16

4-clique

8

5-clique

2
1
e-F

g-D

g-F

c-Y

c-L

Figure 8: Speedup with PIM Architecture

Overall Performance

To test the overall performance improvement gained from our design, we assign different mining tasks on Youtube graph and LiveJournal graph to our architecture and compare the execution time
with the ASAP system. The result is shown in Figure 9. Note that
the execution time of mining 5-clique with ASAP system is not
given. We can see that the performance improvement is up to 97×
when mining four-clique, and the execution time for mining fiveclique is acceptable, while ASAP system fails to mine patterns more
complex than four-clique.

Figure 9: Overall Performance. Our design outperforms
ASAP system up to 97× and is capable of mining more complex patterns.
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